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Part A: Course-Specific Information 
 

Students are also expected to have read and be familiar with Part B 
Supplement to All Course Outlines. This contains Policies on Student 
Responsibilities and Support, Including Special Consideration, Plagiarism and 
Key Dates. 
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1 STAFF CONTACT DETAILS 

 
Lecturers:  
 
Dr Gigi Foster 
Room: ASB 430B 
Phone: 9385 7472 
Email: gigi.foster@unsw.edu.au 
Consultation Times: Tue/Thu/Fri 11-12 
(or by appointment) 
 

Dr Marian Vidal-Fernandez 
Room: ASB 459 
Phone: 9385 3319 
Email: m.vidal-fernandez@unsw.edu.au 
Consultation Times: Wed 4:30-6:30 and 
Fri 11:30-12:30 (or by appointment)

Most of the lectures and tutorials for this course will be given by Gigi Foster (GF) or 
Marian Vidal-Fernandez (MVF). Guest lectures will also be given by Peter Kriesler (PK) 
and Tim Harcourt (TH).  The full schedule of lecture topics, tutorial topics, and staff is 
provided at the end of this course outline. 
 

1.1 Communications with staff 

 
We are happy to be contacted by email initially with inquiries about the course. 
However, if addressing a particular question is a complex task and/or requires detailed 
use of course material, we will ask a student to see us during consultation time. 
 

2 COURSE DETAILS 

2.1 Teaching Times and Locations 

 
Lectures run from Week 1 through Week 12, with a review session held during lecture 
period in Week 13.  Lectures are held in ASB 105 on Wednesdays from 2 pm to 4 pm.  
Tutorials run from Week 2 through Week 13 and are held in ASB 216 on Mondays from 
12 noon to 1 pm and from 1 pm to 2 pm.  You should enrol in the lecture and in one of 
the two tutorials. 

2.2 Units of Credit 

 
The course is worth 6 units of credit. There is no parallel teaching in this course.  

2.3 Summary of Course  

 
This course aims to acquaint students with topics in modern labour economics and 
provide tools to analyse policy issues related to labour markets.  While drawing on the 
international literature and trends in international labour markets, the course places 
special emphasis on Australian labour market attributes and examples.  
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2.4 Aims and Relationship to Other Courses 

 
The pre-requisites for this course are ECON1203 Business and Economics Statistics 
(or its equivalent) and ECON1101 Microeconomics (or its equivalent). The material in 
this course builds on key economic concepts that enable us to understand and 
investigate the functioning of labour markets, such as demand, supply, equilibrium and 
disequilibrium, market failure, market power, and so on.  We will draw on 
microeconomic models, critical appraisal of the academic literature, and empirical 
evidence to make sense of current labour market debates both in Australia and 
overseas. The course also involves the manipulation and analysis of Australian data 
using skills developed in introductory statistics. 
 
The course aims to develop skills that will be useful for further study of labour-related 
topics in ECON 3125 Economics of Human Capital and (at honours level) Econ4104 
Economics of the Labour Market; and in the School’s sequence of Economic 
Development subjects (ECON 2111 and ECON 3110). 

2.5 Student Learning Outcomes  

The Course Learning Outcomes are what you should be able to DO by the end of this 
course if you participate fully in learning activities and successfully complete the 
assessment items.  

The Learning Outcomes in this course also help you to achieve some of the overall 
Program Learning Goals and Outcomes for all undergraduate coursework students in 
the ASB. Program Learning Goals are what we want you to BE or HAVE by the time 
you successfully complete your degree. You demonstrate this by achieving specific 
Program Learning Outcomes - what you are able to DO by the end of your degree.  

For more information on the Undergraduate Program Learning Goals and Outcomes, 
see Part B of the course outline.  
 
The following table shows how your Course Learning Outcomes relate to the overall 
Program Learning Goals and Outcomes, and indicates where these are assessed. 
 

Program Learning 
Goals and Outcomes 

Course Learning Outcomes Course Assessment 
Item 

This course helps you to 
achieve the following 
learning goals  

On successful completion of the course, 
you should be able to: 

This learning outcome 
will be assessed in the 
following items: 
 

1 Knowledge 
 
 
 

Explain the assumptions of standard 
models of labour economics. 
 
Use statistical skills to present data 
relevant to problems in labour 
economics. 

Tutorial homeworks 
Mid-session exam 
Final exam 
Tutorial presentation 

2 Critical thinking 
and problem 
solving 
 

Use the standard models of labour 
economics to interpret and analyse real 
problems in labour economics 

Tutorial homeworks 
Mid-session exam 
Final exam 
 

3a Written 
communication 
 

Construct written work which is logically 
and professionally presented. 

Tutorial homeworks 
 
 

3b Oral Communicate ideas in a succinct and Tutorial presentation/ In 
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communication 
 

clear manner. class participation  

4 Teamwork  
 

 Not specifically 
assessed. 

5a.   Ethical, 
environmental 
and 
sustainability 
responsibility 

Identify and assess environmental and 
sustainability considerations in problems 
in labour economics. 

Mid-session exam 
Final exam 
 

5b. Social and 
cultural 
awareness 

 Not specifically 
assessed. 

 
 

3 LEARNING AND TEACHING ACTIVITIES 

3.1 Approach to Learning and Teaching in the Course 

Central to providing students with a sense of achievement in a complex discipline such 
as economics is striving to work along two fundamental dimensions of economic 
knowledge: its scientific approach and methodology, and its social orientation. This 
course will stress the importance of developing and using skills to create and weigh 
economic arguments, where ideas and theories interplay with evidence that supports or 
refutes them. These skills will enable students to actively and critically participate in the 
ongoing debates and developments in labour markets worldwide.  Most of us spend a 
large fraction of our lives working, and much of this work is monetized and occurs as 
part of market transactions between employers and employees.  We have designed 
this course to empower students with the skills and knowledge required to address a 
general topic that is relevant to every country in the world and that has large human 
consequences. 
 
In both lectures and tutorials we will look for active student contributions through 
discussion and questioning that reflects students’ reading and experience. Tutorials are 
heavily weighted towards experiential learning:  you are encouraged to use tutorial time 
to explore theoretical concepts, develop your communication skills, and exercise your 
imagination. 

 

3.2 Learning Activities and Teaching Strategies 

The examinable content of this course is defined by the background reading referenced 
in the course outline and the Moodle site, the content of lectures, and the content of the 
tutorial program. 
 
Lectures 
The purpose of lectures is (i) to provide a logical structure for the topics that make up 
the course; (ii) to emphasize and discuss the important concepts, models and methods 
of each topic; and (iii) to provide relevant examples to which the concepts, models and 
methods are applied. Lecture slides can be downloaded from Moodle prior to each 
lecture. 
 
Tutorials 
Tutorials are an integral part of this course, and will include assessable activities as 
detailed below under Assessment. Tutorials offer the opportunity to review and extend 
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your grasp of key concepts introduced in lectures.  A small set of tutorial questions will 
be provided for each week’s tutorial via Moodle. 
 
Out-of-Class Study 
Much of your learning will be achieved outside of class time. Lectures can only provide 
a structure to assist your study, and tutorial time is limited. 
 
An “ideal” strategy (on which the provision of the course materials is based) might see 
you proceeding as follows each week: 
 
1. Read the relevant chapter(s) of the textbook and any other resources referenced for 
the week on Moodle.  Access the lecture slides from Moodle. 
 
2. Attend the weekly lecture on Wednesday. Here the context of the topic in the course 
and the important elements of the topic will be identified. The relevance of the topic will 
be explained. (It is a UNSW requirement that students attend at least 80% of lectures.) 
 
3. (Possibly over the weekend) Review the notes you took during lecture, and attempt 
the tutorial questions.  If it is a homework-submission week, ensure your answers to 
the tutorial questions, which will reference the material from the preceding lecture, are 
thorough and written clearly.  If you are scheduled to present in the tutorial, prepare 
your presentation and practice it at least once. 
 
4. Attend your tutorial on Monday.  (It is a UNSW requirement that students attend at 
least 80% of tutorials.)  Each tutorial will focus on material from the preceding lecture. 
 
5. Regularly seek interaction and feedback about specific areas of confusion or interest 
during consultation times, via Moodle, and/or by email. 
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4 ASSESSMENT 

4.1 Formal Requirements 

In order to pass this course, you must: 

 achieve a composite mark of at least 50 out of 100; and 

 make a satisfactory attempt at ALL assessment tasks. This means attendance 
at a minimum of 80% of tutorials (9 or more out of 12) and a mark of at least 
40% in each assessment item. 

 
AND  

 Achieve a satisfactory level of performance in the final exam, which we define 
as a minimum mark of 46 percent. Any student having an overall calculated 
course mark of 50 or more but scoring less than 46 percent in the final 
examination will be given a grade of ‘UF’ (unsatisfactory fail).  
 

4.2 Assessment Details 

 

 Assessment Task Weighting Length Due Date 

1 Homeworks handed up 
in tutorials/tutorial 
participation (3 
homeworks @ 5 marks 
each) 

15% See below Weeks 4, 6, and 
10 

2 Tutorial presentation 15% 10 minutes Various, starting 
Week 8 

3 Mid-session Exam (in 
tutorial) 

20% 45 minutes Week 7 

4 Final Exam 50% 2 hours University Exam 
Period 

 TOTAL 
100% 

  

 

4.3 Tutorial Assessment 

 

4.3.1 Tutorial Attendance and Participation 
 
Tutorial meetings are designed to provide students with feedback on their 
comprehension of the main topics of the course, and on their ability to analyse specific 
issues by applying the material covered in lectures. 
 
Tutorial questions/topics are set for specific weeks, and students are expected to 
prepare each week’s topics.  In weeks 4, 6, and 10, students’ written answers to the 
tutorial questions will be collected at the start of tutorial class as homeworks, and will 
count towards the course mark, as described in more detail below. In other weeks, 
tutorial questions will be discussed in the tutorial.  In later weeks of the course, 
students will make formal presentations as described in more detail below.  All students 
are expected to come to each week’s tutorial prepared to participate in the class 
discussion of that week’s tutorial questions.  
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Attendance at tutorials will be monitored.  Arriving at a tutorial more than 10 minutes 
past the appointed hour will be deemed equivalent to non-attendance. 
 
As each tutorial-related component of assessment (each of the three homeworks, and 
the presentation) is worth less than 20%, special consideration does not apply to any of 
these assessment components. 
 

4.3.2 Tutorial Presentations 
 
Each student must make one formal presentation in tutorial after the midterm. This 
presentation should last around 10 minutes and will address a particular aspect of the 
Australian labour market, chosen by the student following general guidelines set by the 
lecturers.  Students who do not present will be given a mark of zero for this component 
of the assessment.  The marking of this presentation will occur via a combination of 
peer assessment (worth 5 marks) and teacher assessment (worth 10 marks).  More 
information about the presentation and marking criteria used by both students and 
teachers will be provided through the Moodle site.  Students should plan to come to the 
lecturers’ consultation times to discuss possible presentation topics well in advance of 
their scheduled presentation. 
 

4.3.3 Tutorial Homeworks 
 
In Weeks 4, 6, and 10, students must submit 1 hard copy AND 1 electronic copy of 
their written answers to that week’s tutorial questions, prepared independently as 
individual work.  These written answers comprise the tutorial homeworks, each of 
which will count towards 5% of the course mark. 
 
The electronic copy of each homework is to be submitted through Turnitin on Moodle 
on or before the start time of the tutorial in that week.  Browse and upload a copy of 
your document - do not paste text. Use your student ID in the file name as follows: 
WeekXXHomework_SURNAME_Name_ID.  For example, if Jaime Smith with student 
ID z3333333 were uploading his homework in week 6, the name of the file he uploads 
would be called “Week6Homework_SMITH_Jaime_z3333333”. 
 
All electronic copies of homeworks will checked for plagiarism using the Turnitin 
software into which they are uploaded. Turnitin will automatically check the originality of 
your homework against all other homeworks submitted by students in this course.  
Plagiarism is a serious academic offense.  Anyone found to have plagiarised in his or 
her homework will be treated severely. 
 
The hard copy of each homework is to be submitted to the lecturer in the tutorial that 
week.  Do not use plastic sheets or binders; simply staple the pages together. Your 
name and ID should be on the cover page.  
 

4.3.4 Late Submission of Assignments 
 
If you fail to submit a homework on or before the Monday of the week it is due, you will 
be given a mark of zero for that homework.  

4.4 Midterm Examination 
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There will be a mid-session examination in Week 7. The exam will be 45 minutes in 
length and will be held in the tutorial hours. The mid-session exam will cover all 
material from Weeks 1 through 5 inclusive.  More details will be announced and posted 
to the Moodle site a few weeks before the exam. 
 
There will be NO supplementary tests offered for the mid-session examination. You 
should make every effort to take the mid-session exam. Students who fail to attend the 
examination will need to apply for Special Consideration, which if granted may involve 
an oral examination administered by both lecturers as a replacement for the regular 
written mid-session examination. 
 
In cases of serious illness or other unforeseen misadventure, students will need full 
and convincing documentation of that illness or misadventure in order to be considered 
for Special Consideration. 
 
Employment or travel plans of any kind are not acceptable reasons for absence from 
any test or examination.  
 
Applications for special consideration must be lodged online through myUNSW 
within 3 working days of the exam (Log into myUNSW and go to My Student Profile 
tab > My Student Services channel > Online Services > Special Consideration). Then 
submit the originals or certified copies of your supporting documentation and a 
completed Professional Authority form (pdf - download here) to Student Central. 
 

4.5 Final Exam 

 
The final exam will be held during the University examination period with the date and 
time determined by the University. It will be cumulative, covering material from all 
weeks of the course.  More information about the structure of the final exam will be 
provided later in the semester. 

4.6 Quality Assurance 

 
The ASB is actively monitoring student learning and quality of the student experience in 
all its programs. A random selection of completed assessment tasks may be used for 
quality assurance, such as to determine the extent to which program learning goals are 
being achieved. The information is required for accreditation purposes, and aggregated 
findings will be used to inform changes aimed at improving the quality of ASB 
programs. All material used for such processes will be treated as confidential and will 
not be related to course grades. 
 

5 COURSE EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

 
Each year feedback is sought from students and other stakeholders about the courses 
offered in the School and continual improvements are made based on this feedback.  
UNSW's Course and Teaching Evaluation and Improvement (CATEI) Process is one of 
the ways in which student evaluative feedback is gathered. You are strongly 
encouraged to take part in the feedback process. 
 

 

https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/atoz/SpecialConsideration.html#Supportingdocumentation
https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/academiclife/ProfessionalAuthority.pdf
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6 COURSE RESOURCES 

The website for this course is on Moodle, which you can access via myUNSW or via 
the following link: 
http://moodle.telt.unsw.edu.au/course/view.php?id=2637 
 
This website contains all the material required for the course, including tutorial 
questions, data for the presentations, a course discussion board, lecture materials, 
announcements, useful web links, and other resources.  You are expected to check the 
Moodle site at least twice weekly for announcements, new resources, and other 
updates. 
  
The required textbook for this course is: 
 
Ehrenberg, Ronald G. and Robert S. Smith, Modern Labor Economics: Theory 
and Public Policy. 11th Edition, Pearson. [E&S] 
 
We will be drawing heavily on the textbook and you are expected to purchase it.  
Students may also find the following textbooks useful for some parts of the course:  
 
Borjas, George, Labor Economics. 5th Edition, McGraw Hill Irwin. 
 
Norris, Keith.  Economics of Australian Labour Markets.  5th Edition, Longman 
Publishing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://moodle.telt.unsw.edu.au/course/view.php?id=2637
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7 COURSE SCHEDULE 

7.1 Lecture Schedule 

Lectures start in Week 1 and finish in Week 12, with an optional review session in 
Week 13. 
The planned lecturer for each week is indicated by his or her initials: GF (Gigi Foster), 
MVF (Marian Vidal-Fernandez), PK (Peter Kriesler), or TC (Tim Harcourt).  The lecturer 
assigned to each week is subject to change. 
 

LECTURE SCHEDULE  

Week Topic Assigned Reading 

Week 1 
4 - 8 Mar  

Introduction to Labour Economics (MVF) E&S Chapters 1 and 2 

Week 2 
11 - 15 Mar Labour Supply (MVF) E&S Chapter 6 

Week 3 
18 - 22 Mar Education and Human Capital (MVF) E&S Chapter 9 

Week 4 
25 - 29 Mar 

Labour Demand (GF) E&S Chapter 3 

Mid-Session Break: 29 Mar - 7 Apr 

Week 5  
8 - 12 Apr Labour Market Equilibrium (GF) E&S Chapter 5 

Week 6 
15 - 19 Apr Heterogeneity in Workers and Firms (GF) E&S Chapter 8 

Week 7 
22 - 26 Apr 

International Labour Markets and 
Migration (GF) 

E&S Chapter 10 

Week 8 
29 Apr - 3 May Wage Inequality (GF) E&S Chapter 15 

Week 9  
6 - 10 May 

Poverty, Development and Labour 
Markets (MVF) 

Materials to be provided 

Week 10 
13 - 17 May Labour Market Discrimination (MVF) E&S Chapter 12 

Week 11 
20 - 24 May 

From The Tyranny of Distance to the 
Power of Proximity - the Australian Labour 

Market prepares for the Asian Century 
(TH) 

E&S Chapter 16 

Week 12 
27 - 31 May 

Alternate approaches to labour economics 
(PK) 

E&S Chapter 13 

Week 13 
3 - 7 June 

Review lecture (GF and MVF) Nil 
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7.2 Tutorial Schedule 

 

Tutorials start in Week 2 and finish in Week 13. 
 

TUTORIAL SCHEDULE  

Week  Topic Assessment Notes  

Week 1 
4 - 8 Mar  

NO TUTORIALS  

Week 2 
11 - 15 Mar 

Review of Statistical tools (MVF)  

Week 3 
18 - 22 Mar 

Discuss lecture materials from Weeks 1 
and 2 (MVF)  

Week 4 
25 - 29 Mar 

Discuss lecture materials from Week 3 
(MVF) 
Note: Friday 29th this week is a holiday. 

Tutorial Homework 1 DUE 

Mid-Session Break: 29 Mar - 7 Apr 

Week 5  
8 - 12 Apr 

Discuss lecture materials from Week 4 
(GF) 

 

Week 6 
15 - 19 Apr 

Discuss lecture materials from Week 5 
(GF) 

Tutorial Homework 2 DUE 

Week 7 
22 - 26 Apr 

MID-SESSION EXAM 
Note: Thursday 25th this week is a holiday.  

MID-SESSION EXAM 

Week 8 
29 Apr - 3 May 

Discuss lecture materials from Weeks 6 
and 7 (GF) 

Student presentations 

Week 9  
6 - 10 May 

Discuss lecture materials from Week 8 
(GF) 

Student presentations 

Week 10 
13 - 17 May 

Discuss lecture materials from Week 9 
(MVF) 

Tutorial Homework 3 DUE 
Student presentations 

Week 11 
20 - 24 May 

Discuss lecture materials from Week 10 
(MVF) 

Student presentations 

Week 12 
27 - 31 May 

Discuss lecture materials from Week 11 
(GF) 

Student presentations 

Week 13 
3 - 7 June 

Discuss lecture materials from Week 12 
(GF) 

Student presentations 

 
 


